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Abstract 24 

Induction of a central retinal lesion in both eyes of adult mammals is a model for 25 

macular degeneration and leads to retinotopic map reorganization in the primary 26 

visual cortex (V1). Here we characterized the spatio-temporal dynamics of molecular 27 

activity levels in the central and peripheral representation of five higher order visual 28 

areas, V2/18, V3/19, V4/21a,V5/PMLS, area 7, and V1/17, in adult cats with central 29 

10° retinal lesions (both sexes), by means of real-time PCR for the neuronal activity 30 

reporter gene zif268. The lesions elicited a similar, permanent reduction in activity in 31 

the center of the lesion projection zone of area V1/17, V2/18, V3/19 and V4/21a, but 32 

not in the motion-driven V5/PMLS, which instead displayed an increase in molecular 33 

activity at 3 months postlesion, independent of visual field coordinates. Also area 7 34 

only displayed decreased activity in its LPZ in the first weeks post-lesion and 35 

increased activities in its periphery from 1 month onwards. Therefore we examined 36 

the impact of central vision loss on motion perception using random dot 37 

kinematograms to test the capacity for Form from Motion detection based on direction 38 

and velocity cues. We revealed that the central retinal lesions either do not impair 39 

motion detection or even result in better performance, specifically when motion 40 

discrimination was based on velocity discrimination. In conclusion, we propose that 41 

foveal retinal damage leads to enhanced peripheral vision by sensitizing the visual 42 

system for motion processing relying on feedback from V5/PMLS and area 7. 43 

 44 

45 
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Significance 46 

Central retinal lesions, a model for macular degeneration, result in functional 47 

reorganization of the primary visual cortex. Examining the level of cortical 48 

reactivation with the molecular activity marker zif268 revealed reorganization in 49 

visual areas outside V1. Retinotopic lesion projection zones typically display an initial 50 

depression in zif268 expression, followed by partial recovery with post-lesion time. 51 

Only the motion-sensitive area V5/PMLS shows no decrease, and even a significant 52 

activity increase at 3 months post retinal lesion. Behavioral tests of motion perception 53 

found no impairment and even better sensitivity to higher random dot stimulus 54 

velocities. We demonstrate that the loss of central vision induces functional 55 

mobilization of motion-sensitive visual cortex, resulting in enhanced perception of 56 

moving stimuli. 57 

 58 

Abbreviations: 59 

AMD = aged macular degeneration; LPZ = lesion projection zone; macular 60 

degeneration = MD; RDK = random dot kinematogram 61 

 62 

 63 
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INTRODUCTION  64 

Extensive research has provided indisputable evidence that the mammalian brain 65 

remains plastic throughout life in response to changes of sensory input (Chino et al., 66 

1992; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1992; Eysel et al., 1980; Kaas et al., 1990; Kossut et al., 67 

1988, Buonomano and Merzenich, 1998; Sammons and Keck, 2015). Induction of 68 

matching central retinal lesions in both eyes of highly binocular mammals is an 69 

extensively studied animal model for the effects of vision loss as in age-related 70 

macular degeneration (AMD) syndrome patients. AMD is one of the leading causes of 71 

blindness worldwide. It affects the central retina and damages on average 10% of the 72 

central visual field. In AMD patients and animal models, loss of central visual inputs 73 

leads to retinotopic map reorganization in the primary visual cortex (Gilbert and Li, 74 

2012). Upon instant deactivation of the cortical lesion projection zone (LPZ), due to 75 

retinal lesion induction, visual activity recovers during the months following the 76 

lesion due to reactivation of neurons from the border of the LPZ inwards, as shown 77 

electrophysiologically in the form of a topographic map reorganization of the sensory-78 

deprived LPZ of area V1/17 (Kaas et al., 1990; Gilbert and Wiesel, 1992; Chino et al., 79 

1992; Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 1995; Eysel et al., 1999; Giannikopoulos and Eysel, 80 

2006; Abe et al., 2015). The recovery depends on many factors including age at lesion 81 

induction, the retinal location and size of the lesion, and becomes incomplete once the 82 

lesions exceed 5° of the central visual field (Hu et al., 2009; Waleszczyk et al., 2003; 83 

Dreher et al., 2001).  84 

Most of the plasticity research focussed on V1 and recognized intra-areal horizontal 85 

fibres as the principal anatomical substrate for this type of cortical reorganization 86 

(Gilbert and Li, 2012; Sammons and Keck, 2015). Since top-down feedback 87 

connections from extrastriate visual areas sculpt V1 receptive visual fields 88 
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(Angeluccii and Bullier 2003; Gilbert and Sigman, 2007) higher order areas may have 89 

an impact on the plasticity process. We subjected adult cats to binocular central retinal 90 

lesions, and analysed the temporal de- and reactivation occurring in visual areas 17, 91 

18, 19, 21a and PMLS, the cat homologues of primate cortical areas V1, V2, V3, V4, 92 

and V5 respectively (Payne 1993, Lomber, 2001; but Connolly et al., 2012). We 93 

applied real-time PCR to quantify the expression level of the molecular activity 94 

reporter gene zif268 (Hu et al., 2009). Each visual area showed a significantly lower 95 

expression level of zif268 for its central LPZ as compared to peripheral visual field 96 

representation, but not V5/PMLS, which exhibited an increase in neuronal activity in 97 

central as well as peripheral visual field representations, as registered with zif268. The 98 

features of V5/PMLS neurons identify PMLS as the motion sensitive homologue of 99 

primate cortical area V5 (MT, Payne 1993; Villeneuve et al., 2006). To corroborate 100 

this result associated with motion perception, we investigated area 7, located at the 101 

crown of the suprasylvian gyrus, between area 19 and PMLS. Area 7 receives visually 102 

driven input from all areas investigated in this study, but not from V5/PMLS, and 103 

direct input from the pulvinar (Olson and Lawler, 1987). This area is motion sensitive 104 

(Pigarev and Rodionova, 1998) and strongly visually driven, as shown by metabolic 105 

mapping (Vanduffel et al., 1995). The zif268 signal in area 7 returned to normal levels 106 

in the central visual field representation soon after lesioning, and an increase in neural 107 

activity was observed in its peripheral visual field representation, just like for area 108 

V5/PMLS.  109 

We therefore elaborated the functional relevance of the area 7 and V5/PMLS-specific 110 

hyperactivity by behavioral testing of motion perception using random dot 111 

kinematograms. We observed that retinal lesions did not impair motion perception, 112 

and even enhanced motion detection and velocity discrimination, thereby sensitizing 113 
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the visual system for motion analysis. Induction of central retinal lesions in adult 114 

subjects thus shifts the central-peripheral balance in visual processing, established in 115 

the course of development, and removes central dominance over peripheral visual 116 

processing.  117 

 118 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 119 

 120 

Animals 121 

Experiments were carried in accordance with the European Communities Council 122 

Directive of November 24th 1986 (86/609/EEC) and were approved by the 123 

Institutional Ethical Committee of KU Leuven (Belgium) and by the First Ethical 124 

Commission in Warsaw (Poland). Adult cats used for zif268 mRNA expression 125 

analysis (n = 15, 9 males and 6 females) were housed in the Animal Facilities of KU 126 

Leuven and exposed to a normal light environment (14h light/10 h dark) with access 127 

to food and water ad libitum. Retinal lesioned subjects recovered for different survival 128 

times after lesioning: 14 days (14d, n = 3), 1 month (1m, n = 3), 3 months (3m, n = 5) 129 

or 8 months (8m, n = 3) (Fig. 2, marked in shades of grey). The 14 days time point 130 

was chosen as the first experimental condition since previous investigations have 131 

shown a maximal molecular response at that time point (Arckens, 2006). A survival 132 

time less than 14 days was not included because of the effect of retinal edema in the 133 

first days after the lesions (Eysel et al., 1980, visible as a white rim surrounding the 134 

lesion, insert in Fig. 1B). The 8-month time point was chosen because connectional 135 

changes have so far only been documented for this long survival time (Darian-Smith 136 

and Gilbert, 1995). Three extra animals served as controls and received no visual 137 
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manipulation. Part of the molecular data collected from these animals was published 138 

earlier (Hu at al., 2009, 2011). 139 

All cats participating in motion training (n=12, 10 males and 2 females) were raised in 140 

the Animal Facilities of the Nencki Institute of Experimental Biology. Training 141 

started when the animals were eight months old. Two cats participating in a pilot 142 

study were subjected to lesions after one year of motion training (data published in 143 

Zapasnik and Burnat, 2013). Control cats (Control, n=6) completed motion training in 144 

3 months’ time. These same animals were then subjected to binocular central retinal 145 

lesions, and, after 14 days of recovery, their motion performance was verified (except 146 

for one cat, Retinal lesion trained cats, RLTrained, n=5). Retinal lesioned naive cats 147 

(RLNaive, n=4) first received retinal lesions and were then trained for 3 months, 148 

following the same schedule of motion training as the controls.  149 

 150 

Induction of retinal lesions  151 

The homonymous central retinal lesions were induced by photocoagulation (LOG-2 152 

Xenon light photocoagulator, Clinitex Inc., Denver, CO, USA) under 153 

ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (0.5 mL Ketalar, 0.2 mL Rompun, i.m.). Nictitating 154 

membranes were retracted with phenylephrine hydrochloride (5%), and pupils were 155 

widened with atropine sulphate (1%). Circular lesions with sharp borders and a  10° 156 

diameter were centered over the area centralis, as verified by fundus photography 157 

(insets in Fig. 1A and B, prior and postlesion respectively). This type of lesioning 158 

destroys all retinal cell layers (Eysel et al.,1981), and spares optic nerve fibers and 159 

retinal ganglion cells encircling the lesion site (Fig 1B). Starting from the first 160 

postlesion day the retinal lesioned cats were observed behaviorally. Behavioral 161 

consequences of edema, such as difficulties in depth perception vanished after 4 days 162 
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postlesion, consistent with Giannikopoulos and Eysel (2006). Regular motion tests 163 

started at 14 days postlesion. 164 

 165 

Tissue sampling 166 

Prior to sacrifice all animals were maintained overnight in total darkness followed by a 167 

45-min light exposure in a well-lit room to induce maximal zif268 expression in cat 168 

visual cortex (Arckens et al., 2000; Hu et al., 2009). All cats were killed with an 169 

overdose of pentobarbital (Nembutal, 60mg/kg, i.v.) under deep ketamine anesthesia 170 

(Ketalar, 10mg/kg, i.m.). Brains were immediately dissected, instantly frozen by 171 

immersion in dry ice cooled isopentane (Merck Eurolab) and stored at –80°C. For RNA 172 

extraction, coronal sections of 200 μm were cut on a cryostat (Microm HM 500 OM, 173 

Waldorf) and samples of LPZ center (C) and of peripheral visual field representation 174 

(P) of the studied regions were dissected. 175 

The anterior-posterior coordinates for tissue sample collection were posterior (P) 5.0, 176 

P7.5, P6.5, and anterior (A) 5.0 for area V1/17, V2/18, V3/19, V4/21a, V5/PMLS and 177 

area 7 respectively (Fig. 1C-G). The cat visual cortex map of Rosenquist (1985), 178 

complemented with observations for PMLS by Arckens et al. (2000) and Sherk (2010), 179 

was used as a guide in order to guarantee correct retinotopy-driven tissue sampling from 180 

all five cat visual areas. To identify the position of the center of the LPZ of these five 181 

visual areas in situ hybridization for zif268 was performed on a series of coronal 182 

sections of each cat (Fig. 1C-G).  183 

 184 

Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 185 

All quantitative real-time PCR experiments were performed as described by Cnops et 186 

al. (2007) and Hu et al. (2009). The RNA extraction was carried out with the 187 
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Versagene RNA purification kit (Gentra, Biozym, Landgraaf, the Netherlands) 188 

according to manufacturer’s instructions. After biophotometric analysis (Eppendorf, 189 

VWR International, Leuven, Belgium), RNA samples of identical quantity were 190 

reverse transcribed with GeneAmp RNA products containing oligo d(T) primers 191 

(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) at 42°C for 60 min, 99°C for 5 min and 192 

4°C for 10 min. For the real-time PCR experiments we used specific primers 193 

(Eurogentec, Seraing, Belgium) and TaqMan probes (Applied Biosystems), which 194 

were designed with the Primer Express program (Applied Biosystems), based on the 195 

cat sequence of gapdh (Forward primer: 5’tggaaagcccatcaccatct3’ Reverse primer: 196 

5’caacatactcagcaccagcatca3’; TaqMan probe: 5’ccaggagcgagatcccgcca3’) or zif268 197 

(Forward primer: 5’cttcctcggctgtcaccaa3’; Reverse primer: 198 

5’gggagaaaaggttgttgtcatgt3’; TaqMan probe: 5’cagcgcctcaacagggctttcg3’) (Hu et al., 199 

2009). cDNAs were subjected to PCR utilizing the ABI Prism 7000 SDS apparatus in 200 

a 25-μl reaction of 1x Absolute QPCR Mix (Westburg, Leusden, the Netherlands) 201 

with primers at final concentration of 300nM and probes of 200nM. Serial dilutions of 202 

control cDNA for generating standard curves were run in duplicate for each gene 203 

while target samples were run in triplicate on the same well-plate under standard 204 

amplification settings (1x 50°C for 2 min, 1x 95°C for 10 min, 40x 95°C for 15 s and 205 

60°C for 1 min). To compare samples between different runs, we included a reference 206 

control in every well-plate. Data were expressed relative to this reference control 207 

(Wong and Medrano, 2005). Analysis was carried out using ABI Prism 7000 SDS 208 

software. The zif268 quantities were normalized to the endogenous housekeeping 209 

gene gapdh to account for variability in initial mRNA concentrations and differences 210 

in reverse transcription efficiency (Van der Gucht et al., 2003). The relative amount of 211 
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transcript was quantified by the comparative Ct (cycle threshold) method. To confirm 212 

reproducibility, we performed real-time PCR analysis on each cat at least two times.  213 

 214 

Verification of the retinal lesions and lesion projection zones 215 

Apart from the fundus photographs taken prior and after lesion induction, retinal 216 

whole mounts were prepared for inspection of the retinal ganglion cell and optical 217 

nerve integrity in the surround of the lesion (Fig. 1A, B), based on neurofilament 218 

protein immunocytochemistry (Burnat et al., 2012). Briefly, after an overnight 219 

incubation with the primary antibody (SMI-32; 1/1,000), the whole mounts were 220 

rinsed and incubated with biotinylated goat anti-mouse IgGs (1/200; 30 minutes; 221 

Dako, Copenhagen, Denmark,), followed by incubation in an avidin-biotin-222 

horseradish solution according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (Vectastain 223 

Elite ABC; Vector, Burlingame, CA). The reaction product was visualized as a gray-224 

black precipitate using the glucose oxidase-diaminobenzidine-nickel method (Shu et 225 

al., 1988; Van der Gucht et al., 2001, 2007). All dilutions and rinsing steps were made 226 

in Tris-buffered saline (TBS; 0.01 M Tris, 0.9% NaCl, pH 7.6) containing 0.1% 227 

Triton X-100. The whole mounts were placed on gelatin-coated slides, dehydrated, 228 

cleared with xylene, coverslipped, and viewed through a Leitz DM RBE microscope 229 

(Leica, Leitz, Heidelberg, Germany). 230 

The extent of the center of the LPZ was verified in all animals participating in the 231 

study using in situ hybridization for zif268, based on the low zif268 signal which 232 

distinguishes central from peripheral cortical visual field representations, as described 233 

before (Fig. 1C-G; Arckens et al., 2000, Hu et al.,2009). Briefly, a probe 234 

complementary to the nucleotides encoding amino acids 2-16 of the rat zif268 gene 235 

(5’ccgttgctcagcagcatcatctcctccagyttrgggtagttgtcc3’) was used (Arckens et al.,2000; 236 
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Van den Bergh et al.,2003; Leysen et al., 2004). After post-fixation with 4% 237 

paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffered saline (0.1 M, pH 7.4), slide-mounted 238 

sections of cat brain were dehydrated and delipidated. Sections were incubated 239 

overnight at 38°C with hybridization solution containing the 3’-end terminal 240 

transferase 33P-dATP labeled probes specific for zif268. The next day, sections were 241 

thoroughly washed with 1x standard saline citrate buffer at 43°C, dehydrated and 242 

exposed to an autoradiographic Bio Max film (Kodak). After 3 weeks, the film was 243 

developed following standard procedures. For image production from the 244 

autoradiograms, a Canonscan LiDE 600F (Canon) was used. Digital files were 245 

adjusted for brightness and contrast in Adobe Photoshop. The images were scanned 246 

with a HP Precision scan Scanjet 5300C at a resolution of 1200 dpi.  247 

 248 

Behavioral training and testing 249 

For control and RLNaive cats the motion discrimination training consisted of four 250 

motion tasks with increasing perceptual difficulty, based on Zapasnik and Burnat 251 

(2013). Visual training started when the animals were eight months of age. Cats 252 

received food as a reward only during training sessions, with free access to water in 253 

their home cages. Body weight was monitored every day before and after training to 254 

ensure a healthy condition and kept at 90% of free-feeding body weight. The cats 255 

were trained in the two-choice apparatus with a food reward designed after Berkley 256 

(Burnat et al.,2005). The animal, enclosed in a box, viewed the stimuli through two 257 

translucent response keys 8.7 cm wide and 25 cm high. An occluder between the 258 

response keys prevented the animal from seeing the positive (S+) and negative (S-) 259 

stimuli together. The viewing distance was 21.5 cm and both stimuli were placed in 260 

the center of the response keys. Pressing the response key for S+ provided a semi-261 
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liquid reward made of mixed canned and dry animal food. Pressing the S- response 262 

key was not punished, but prolonged the time interval preceding the next stimulus 263 

presentation from 0.5 s to 1 s. No correction was allowed. A two-alternative, forced-264 

choice procedure was used in all experiments. Daily sessions consisted of five 20-trial 265 

blocks. Percent of correct responses was calculated for each block. The experiments 266 

were performed 5 days per week, for 3 months. To speed up the training as compared 267 

to the previously reported long durations (Burnat et al., 2002, 2005; Zapasnik and 268 

Burnat, 2013), we introduced a less stringent criterion consisting of 70% of correct 269 

responses calculated from five best blocks, from one training day. Only the two cats 270 

of the pilot study were trained for a longer time, following the whole procedure as 271 

described before (data published in Zapasnik and Burnat, 2013). 272 

S+ and S- stimuli were displayed simultaneously, with each stimulus being visible 273 

behind one of the response keys. The left/right position of the S+ and S- stimuli was 274 

randomized. The stimuli were presented on a computer display (refresh rate 120 Hz) 275 

with a mean luminance of 38.77 cd/m2 against a background of 0.03 cd/m2; measured 276 

with a Tektronix J17 photometer. In motion tasks the S+ stimulus was composed of a 277 

random dot kinematogram (RDK) consisting of dots moving coherently upwards (all 278 

at the same speed and direction) which occupied a circular field of 12.3 deg in 279 

diameter. The S- stimulus consisted of a downward moving RDK. The size of dots 280 

was 0.19 deg. Four motion tasks were tested, and the difficulty of the tasks was 281 

introduced gradually, as described below in the order of testing. 282 

Global Motion Detection: The S+ consisted of a RDK with upward moving dots (10 283 

or 50 deg/s), S- was the identical, but stationary RDK (Fig. 3C).  284 

Fading in Direction Detection: The S+ consisted of a whole screen upward moving 285 

dots (the same as in S+ from the preceding task), S- was identical, but stationary. 286 
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When a cat received 70% of correct responses in the course of one day, the stationary 287 

dots downward motion was faded in with 10% steps. In total there were 10 downward 288 

motion fading steps, as a result at the last step of training all S- dots moved coherently 289 

downward. This task was only performed by Control and RLNaive cats. 290 

Direction Discrimination: The S+ consisted of a RDK with upward moving dots (10 291 

or 50 deg/s). The S- RDK dots moved downward with the same velocity as S+ dots. 292 

In the first level of difficulty the stimuli were presented on the stationary dotted 293 

background (Fig. 3H). At increasing levels of difficulty, horizontal motion was added 294 

to the stationary background dots. Two background dot velocities were tested, 10 and 295 

50 deg/s (Fig. 3 D). 296 

Form-from-Velocity Detection (threshold measurement): The S+ remained the same. 297 

The S- was no longer a circular RDK, but consisted of background dots moving in the 298 

same direction as the dots within S+, but with slower velocity (range from 10, till 40 299 

deg/s). The velocity of S- dots was adjusted automatically to the cat performance 300 

using the staircase method. The S+ was detected on the basis of the velocity 301 

difference (Fig. 3E). 302 

Visual acuity testing with sinusoidal gratings. Vertical (S+) and horizontal (S-) 303 

gratings with a 50% luminance contrast between dark and light bars were displayed 304 

on an equiluminant background. The spatial frequency of both stimuli was gradually 305 

increased from the initial 0.13 c/deg level, using the adapting staircase procedure. 306 

This procedure was performed only for the two cats participating in the pilot study, 307 

and consisted of one full training day (120 trials) at the end of the motion training 308 

period described in detail in (Zapasnik and Burnat, 2013), and 14 days, 2 months and 309 

3 months after retinal lesion induction.  310 
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Evaluation of retinal lesion impact upon learned motion tasks. In RLTrained cats, to 311 

avoid impact of learning, the same motion tasks (except the Fading in Direction 312 

Detection task) learned prior to lesion induction where tested, but only for two days a 313 

week. Testing days consisted of 3 tasks, presented in order of perceptual difficulty. 314 

Each of the tasks was tested in two blocks consisting of 20 trails. When a cat achieved 315 

90-100 percent of correct responses in one day of testing, the task was not tested 316 

anymore, otherwise tasks were repeatedly tested in random order in a course of a 3-317 

month postlesion recovery period.  318 

 319 

Statistics 320 

Quantitative real-time PCR analysis: As not all comparisons displayed a normal 321 

distribution of data points (Shapiro–Wilk test) within a group and with equal variance 322 

between groups and given the number of animals per group, non-parametric statistical 323 

tests were performed. The Kruskal–Wallis one-way analysis of variance on ranks test 324 

was used to analyze data of more than two conditions followed by a Tukey post hoc test 325 

for all pairwise multiple comparisons. Statistical analyses were performed using 326 

SigmaStat 3.1 (SYSTAT software).   327 

Behavior: For calculations of standard animal performance, to reduce the daily 328 

variability of motivation, the one block with the worst mean percentage of correct 329 

responses was excluded and the differences in performance between the groups were 330 

calculated using means from the five best blocks. The statistical comparisons were 331 

made using the two-level repeated measures nested one-way ANOVA with post hoc 332 

Tukey’s Multiple Comparison test, P = 0.05. Days to criterion in the initial Global 333 

Motion task, data only from Controls and RLNaive were compared and an unpaired t-334 

test with Welch correction was applied (Fig. 3G). In the Results we describe only data 335 
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with significant differences of P = 0.05 calculating F statistics. Statistical analyses were 336 

performed using GraphPad Prism 5 Software.  337 

For all tests performed on real-time PCR and behavior data, the probability level (a-338 

level was set to 0.05) of P = 0.05 was accepted as statistically significant. All data are 339 

presented as mean ± standard error (SD, Fig. 2 and 3). 340 

341 
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RESULTS 342 

In a first set of experiments, we examined the effect of binocular central retinal lesions 343 

on the expression of the molecular activity reporter gene zif268. By means of real-time 344 

PCR we probed for time- and area-specific changes in the cortical representations of the 345 

central and peripheral visual field. 346 

 347 

Analysis of zif268 expression in cat primary visual cortex 348 

In control subjects the central region of area V1/17 displayed significantly lower zif268 349 

expression than in the peripheral region (Fig. 2A, white bars), confirming previous 350 

observations for molecular activity levels in cat primary visual cortex (Hu et al., 2009, 351 

Laskowska-Macios et al., 2015b). In cats with retinal lesions (Fig. 2A, grey-black bars), 352 

this central-peripheral difference was much more pronounced. The center of the LPZ 353 

was clearly characterized by a permanently lower zif268 expression compared to the 354 

peripheral visual field representation (P < 0.01, except for 14 days survival time point 355 

where P < 0.05) or to normal tissue, independent of postlesion survival time (P < 0.01). 356 

Peripheral area 17 also displayed lower zif268 levels 14 days and 1 month postlesion 357 

(Fig. 2A, P < 0.01), followed by a recovery to normal levels from 3 months postlesion 358 

onwards. 359 

 360 

Analysis of zif268 expression in areas V2/18, V3/19, V4/21a 361 

Parallel analyses of zif268 expression in the central and peripheral regions of areas 362 

V2/18, V3/19 and V4/21a revealed a similar response to the binocular lesions (Fig. 2B-363 

D). Just like in area V1/17, the center of the LPZ of areas V2/18, V3/19 and V4/21a 364 

displayed a permanently lower zif268 expression as compared to the periphery (P < 365 
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0.01) and to normal control tissue (P < 0.01) for all, but area V3/19 at 3 months 366 

survival, P < 0.05). 367 

 The peripheral regions of these areas showed a more varied response. Whereas area 368 

V2/18 mimicked area 17 by showing decreased zif268 levels up to one month 369 

postlesion (for survival time points: 14 days P < 0.01, for 1 month P < 0.05), area 19 370 

did not show any peripheral effects, whereas in area 21a only after 14 days a decrease in 371 

zif268 levels could be discerned compared to normal controls (P < 0.05). 372 

 373 

Analysis of zif268 expression in area V5/PMLS  374 

The zif268 profile of area V5/PMLS as a function of postlesion survival time turned out 375 

completely different from all other investigated visual areas. The zif268 expression was 376 

not significantly altered in the LPZ of area V5/PMLS up to one month postlesion (Fig 377 

2E). At 3 months postlesion a prominent increase in zif268 signal occurred, which was 378 

discernable in the central as well as in the peripheral region of area V5/PMLS (P < 379 

0.01). Thus, this elevation of zif268 mRNA level was present over the entire extent of 380 

area V5/PMLS and this response was specifically observed 3 months post-lesion, since 381 

at 8-months postlesion cats again displayed normal zif268 levels in both subregions of 382 

V5/PMLS (Fig. 2E). This upregulation at 3-months correlates with the time-point of 383 

the restoration of normal activity values in the peripheral regions of area 17 and 18 384 

(Fig. 2 A and B).  385 

 386 

Analysis of zif268 expression in area 7 387 

In the central region of area 7, only at 14 days postlesion, a downregulation of zif268 388 

signal was detected (P < 0.01). From 1 month postlesion on the zif268 expression level 389 

normalized (Fig. 2F). In contrast, in the peripheral visual field representation, we did 390 
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not detect any sign of a downregulation, at any postlesion survival time, but instead, 391 

similar to area V5/PMLS, from 1 month postlesion on an increase in zif268 expression 392 

was detected (for 1 month P < 0.05, and for 3 and 8 month P < 0.01, Fig. 2F).  393 

 394 

Comparison of the subregion-specific lesion impact between visual areas 395 

Panels G and H of figure 2 summarize the impact of the bilateral central retinal lesions 396 

on zif268 activity in the central and peripheral visual field representations for each 397 

examined cortical area as a ratio to the normal zif268 values. The ratios below 1 in 398 

figure 2G visualize the permanently low zif268 expression in the center of the LPZ of 399 

areas V1/17, V2/18, V3/19 and area V4/21a. For each of the peripheral regions of the 400 

same four areas a clearly less pronounced decrease in expression was observed, and 401 

only at early postlesion survival times (Fig. 2H). In contrast, the ratios of 2.5 typify the 402 

3-month time point for area V5/PMLS, highlighting the prominent up-regulation of the 403 

zif268 expression throughout this area. At earlier time points as well as 8 months 404 

postlesion, the zif268 ratios for both the central and peripheral region of area V5/PMLS 405 

were close to one. Also the peripheral visual field representation of area 7, from 1 406 

month postlesion on, showed a stable upregulation of zif268 expression, even at 8 407 

months (Fig. 2H), whereas its central region exhibited a zif268 ratio close to one, except 408 

for the earliest 14 days time point.  409 

In summary, the RL/N ratio evaluation confirms that most visual areas permanently 410 

loose normal zif268 expression similarly in the very center of the LPZ, except for area 411 

V5/PMLS and area 7. Area V5/PMLS clearly exhibits retinotopy-independent 412 

hyperactivity specifically at a survival time of 3 months. Since area V5/PMLS is the 413 

visual motion V5 homologue in cat, and area 7 has a dominant population of motion-414 

sensitive neurons (Pigarev and Rodionova, 1998), this outcome of the molecular 415 
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investigations prompted us to look for effects of central retinal lesions, and thus lack 416 

of central vision, on motion perception. A pilot study was conducted on two 417 

pretrained cats, and instigated further investigations of the impact of retinal lesions on 418 

the learning and performance of naive cats for a panel of different motion tasks.  419 

  420 

Impact of retinal lesions on pre-learned motion tasks - a pilot study 421 

Third postlesion week. As the only available reports measuring visual performance 422 

after retinal lesion concern consequences of either very small binocular lesions (circa 423 

5 deg, Pasternak et al., 1983) or monocular lesion of increasing diameter 424 

(Vandenbussche et al., 1999), we did not know what kind of behavioral deficits to 425 

expect. We chose, as a first task, discrimination between a bright and a dark screen 426 

with maximal contrast difference. Both cats operated very well in the Berkley box and 427 

achieved 85 and 70% of correct responses in this task. Next, a global motion detection 428 

task was tested (Fig. 3C, 50 deg/s). Again, both cats easily mastered this task with 90 429 

and 70% of correct responses.  430 

Up to six weeks postlesion. At 4-weeks of recovery, both cats detected global motion 431 

with 100% of correct responses. At 5 weeks, for the first time, the Direction Detection 432 

task (50 deg/s, stimuli were presented on the uniform dark background, as shown in 433 

Fig. 3F) was tested and they performed significantly lower than before lesioning. One 434 

day later performance markedly improved, with the highest performance level, even 435 

above pre-lesion performance, reached at 6 weeks postlesion (Fig. 3F).  436 

Later testing and conclusions. From the seventh till the twelfth week postlesion we 437 

tested the response to a battery of stimuli based on decreasing the diameter of the S+ 438 

and S- RDKs (from 18 to 4 deg), the positioning of the RDK (center or randomized) 439 

and finally also different dot velocities (10-200 deg/s). From all of these variations of 440 
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the Direction Detection task, only the decrease in velocity to 10 deg/s did impair the 441 

performance of the trained lesion cats. Based on these observations we designed the 442 

scheme for testing and comparing motion perception in naive cats with and without 443 

retinal lesions, as outlined in materials and methods.  444 

Finally, visual acuity was measured using stationary sinusoidal gratings. A stable 445 

clear drop in performance, independent from time of testing after retinal lesion 446 

induction, was determined (from 0.39 and 0.22 c/deg to 0.10 and 0.10 respectively) as 447 

previously demonstrated for cats with similar retinal lesions, and in line with the lack 448 

of central vision (Vandenbussche et al., 1990). 449 

 450 

Motion perception after binocular lesions   451 

Naive lesioned cats versus controls. Prior to lesion induction the cats were 452 

familiarized with the training procedure. After lesion induction, from the beginning of 453 

the motion training, it became apparent that the RLNaive cats were very good learners 454 

and did not show obvious impairments. In general, RLNaive cats outperformed 455 

controls or they performed at a similar level in the motion tasks. In the first Global 456 

Motion Detection task (50 deg/s) RLNaive cats learned to detect motion responses 457 

significantly faster than control animals (Fig. 3G, comparison of days to criterion, P = 458 

0.03; df = 6).  459 

In the following tasks, Global Motion detection (10deg/s), Direction Detection (50 460 

and 10deg/s) and Direction Discrimination, RLNaive cats and controls performed 461 

equally well. Both groups of cats performed worse for tasks with slower velocity of 462 

10 deg/s as compared to the same tasks with velocity of 50 deg/s. Interestingly, when 463 

the stationary background was added to the Direction Discrimination task with slow 464 

velocity of 10 deg/s, RLNaive cats outperformed controls (Fig. 3H, comparison of the 465 
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mean correct responses from the first day of training, P = 0.012, F = 7.06). The Form-466 

from-Velocity Detection task based on figure from background velocity detection 467 

again revealed superiority of the RLNaive cats over controls, as they were able to 468 

detect figure (RDK) from background motion on the basis of significantly smaller 469 

velocity differences than controls (Fig 3I, comparison of five last velocity thresholds 470 

for each cat, P = 0.0001, F = 21.86). When checking for correlations between 471 

performance in the different tasks in RLNaive and Control cats, we did not find any, 472 

except for a strong correlation between achieved enhanced velocity thresholds and a 473 

high level of correct responses for the direction discrimination task in RLNaive cats 474 

(R=0.99).  475 

 476 

Positive effects of retinal lesions on performance in pre-trained cats  477 

In general, induction of retinal lesions did not affect pre-lesion motion performance 478 

levels. Yet, we did encounter two tasks with significant improvement in performance 479 

for RLTrained cats in relation to their pre-lesion performance. For the Direction 480 

Discrimination task S+ and S- presented on the moving background with high 481 

velocity 50 deg/s (P = 0.03) and for the Form-from-Velocity Detection task (Fig. 3I, 482 

comparison of the five last velocity thresholds achieved prior versus after lesion 483 

induction, P = 0.002, F = 10.91) the trained cats consistently showed a better 484 

performance upon lesion induction when compared to their pre-lesion performance. 485 

Thus, comparable to naive cats, performance of trained cats improved after induction 486 

of central retinal lesions for the direction discrimination and form-from-velocity 487 

detection tasks. 488 

 489 

 490 

491 
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DISCUSSION  492 

We found that the response of areas V5/PMLS and 7 to sudden loss of central vision 493 

in adult life is deviating from other visual areas. We demonstrated by means of real-494 

time PCR for the activity reporter gene zif268 that central retinal lesions have a strong 495 

depressive effect on the neuronal activity level in the cortical representation of central 496 

vision in primary and most of the higher order visual areas, followed by gradual 497 

reactivation. Only motion areas V5/PMLS and 7 stood out by not showing a decrease 498 

in zif268 mRNA levels but an upregulation. Behavioral testing demonstrated that 499 

motion perception is preserved and even enhanced in our AMD model. We showed 500 

here for the first time, that retinal lesioned animals were more inclined to learn motion 501 

tasks, and irrespectively of pre-lesioned visual experience, they were more sensitive to 502 

higher velocities, confirming enhancement of visual processing in regions selectively 503 

tuned to high velocities (V5/PMLS; Villeneuve et al., 2006) and related to visual 504 

peripheries (Yu et al., 2010). 505 

 506 

Intra-areal horizontal connections likely mediate the cortical reorganization  507 

Several studies (Kaas et al., 1990; Arckens et al., 2000; Giannikopoulos and Eysel, 508 

2006) showed before that primary areas V1/17 and V2/18 undergo topographic map 509 

reorganization after the induction of retinal lesions of 10°, with the LPZ not 510 

reorganizing completely due to the considerable size of the lesions. In agreement with 511 

these findings, we showed here that not only areas V1/17 and V2/18, but also V3/19 512 

and V4/21a share a similar time-dependent zif268 expression change, with their 513 

centers of LPZ also permanently decreased in activity. The comparable timing of the 514 

spatio-temporal reactivation of these visual areas indicates that they reorganize 515 

simultaneously.  516 
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The intra-areal horizontal connections have been proposed before as most probable 517 

anatomical candidates steering the topographical reorganization in V1/17 after 518 

binocular retinal lesions (Gilbert et al., 1990; Darian-Smith and Gilbert, 1995; 519 

Trachtenberg and Stryker, 2001) as cell recordings have shown that the neurons in the 520 

reactivated LPZ of V1/17 maintained their original selectivity concerning orientation, 521 

direction and spatial frequency upon reactivation (Chino et al., 1995). Young et al. 522 

(2002) reported supporting data for V1/17 and V2/18 after monocular retinal lesion. 523 

They concluded that topographic map remodeling for these two visual areas is 524 

mediated in an independent manner by the horizontal fibers, because the neurons of 525 

both areas retained their initial unique selectivity features. These observations are in 526 

favor of the horizontal connections as anatomical substrate of V1/17 and V2/18 527 

reorganization since these fibers connect neuronal cells with similar tuning 528 

preferences organized in cortical columns. 529 

 530 

The role of input from higher visual areas 531 

While classical studies have provided evidence that the patches formed by horizontal 532 

connections exhibit modular specificity by linking columns of neurons with similar 533 

response characteristics, such as preferred orientation (e.g., Gilbert and Wiesel, 1989, 534 

Callaway and Katz 1990), there is emerging evidence showing that axon clusters in 535 

V1 connect to a variety of different orientation domains, not exclusively similarly 536 

tuned (Kisvárday et al., 1997; Angelucci et al., 2002; Martin et al., 2014). To become 537 

active, such differently-tuned-organized horizontal connections need to be 538 

strengthened, most likely by feedback inputs from higher order visual areas as 539 

proposed by fMRI (Williams et al., 2008) and electrophysiological studies (Galuske et 540 

al., 2002). 541 
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 542 

Motion perception facilitation by central retinal lesions – feedback inputs 543 

The motion sensitive area V5/PMLS did not display a LPZ, most likely due to the size 544 

of RFs, which in cat can far exceed 20 deg (Djavadian and Harutiunian-Kozak, 1983; 545 

Zumbroich et al., 1986). Moreover, our zif268 data demonstrated a hyperactivity 546 

period for this area. Analogously, an fMRI case report of one macaque monkey who 547 

developed an AMD condition showed, similar to our findings, specific activation of 548 

area V5/MT as compared to control subjects (Shao et al., 2013).  549 

We compared V5/PLMS hyperactivity with zif268 activation to another higher order 550 

visual area, V4/21a, engaged in form processing (Dreher et al., 1993, 1996; Lomber, 551 

2001). The real-time PCR analysis showed no signs of such hyperactivity. On the 552 

contrary, the post-lesion effects on the zif268 expression in V4/21a mirrored those of 553 

areas V1/17, V2/18 and V3/19. These results suggest that motion processing is 554 

amplified over form processing after central retinal lesions. Our results indeed 555 

revealed facilitation of motion perception in naive animals in the first weeks after 556 

lesion induction. The timing of the increase of zif268 expression in central as well as 557 

peripheral area V5/PMLS correlates well with the time-point of restoration of normal 558 

values of molecular activity in the peripheral region of areas V1/17 and V2/18, 559 

suggesting that V5/PMLS might modulate the reorganization of the peripheral part of 560 

these areas via feedback inputs. Additionally, the high SDs in the peripheral region of 561 

V5/PMLS at 3 months postlesion may be caused by plasticity of peripheral area 17 562 

and 18, as visible by time-dependent zif268 expression, enhancing reciprocal 563 

connections with the peripheral region of V5/PMLS and proceeding with somewhat 564 

different speed in each cat.  565 
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We are in favor of the feedback hypothesis since neuronal activity in cat V5/PMLS 566 

does depend not only upon input from the primary visual cortex, as it receives direct 567 

input via the pulvinar complex (Oullette and Casanova, 2006; Piche al., 2013) and 568 

lesions of primary visual cortex leave response properties of V5/PMLS neurons 569 

relatively unchanged (Spear and Bauman, 1979; Guido et al., 1990). Additionally, 570 

developmental studies put monkey V5 in a position parallel to V1, as both areas 571 

mature in a similar time frame (Bourne and Rosa, 2005) and develop independently 572 

(Bottari et al., 2015). Additional evidence for V5 acting independently from V1, 573 

comes from blind human subjects where V5 is activated by the motion component in 574 

auditory stimuli (Saenz et al., 2008).  575 

Activity restoration of peripheral visual field representation  576 

In contrast to the permanently deprived LPZ center, the peripheral visual field 577 

representations of areas V1-V4 exhibited a time-dependent restoration of the pre-578 

lesion condition. This is most probably due to the fact that the spared peripheral retina 579 

is dominated by the motion-sensitive Y-pathway, with V2/18 and V5/PMLS being 580 

mostly driven by Y-type inputs (Wang et al., 1997; Vajda et al., 2004). After 581 

induction of central retinal lesions the topographic reorganization leads to over-582 

representation of the intact non-deprived peripheral retina, for which the Y-pathway 583 

might be the driving force. These findings correspond to previous data at retina level 584 

in the context of pattern vision deprivation-induced adaptations to Y-type retinal 585 

ganglion cells (Burnat et al., 2012). Based on our cortical development data, it appears 586 

that peripheral representations are particularly prompt to plastic rearrangements 587 

(Laskowska-Macios et al., 2015a,b; reviewed in Burnat, 2015). In line, in deaf 588 

subjects the peripheral visual cortex shows stronger sensitivity to visual stimulation, 589 

than in normal hearing people (Bavalier et al., 2000; Merabet and Pascual-Leone, 590 
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2010). Codina and colleagues (2017) prove that not only congenital deafness triggers 591 

a plastic response within the peripheral visual field, but also extensive training of sign 592 

language in normal hearing sign language interpreters does.  593 

Cortical regions that previously received inputs from the fovea become activated by 594 

peripheral retinal stimulation from the border of the LPZ inwards. fMRI examinations 595 

of adult and juvenile macular degeneration (MD) patients also show such plastic 596 

change in excitability of the LPZ, which is normally responsive only to foveal 597 

stimulation, but in patients is activated by visual peripheries (Baker et al., 2005; 598 

Masuda et al., 2008).  599 

MD patients with central retinal lesions often develop an eccentric viewing strategy as 600 

substitute for the damaged fovea, adapting a so-called preferred retinal locus where 601 

they spontaneously choose to fixate (PRL, Schumacher et al., 2008, Cheung and 602 

Legge, 2005). Important to our understanding of the plastic mechanisms underlying 603 

the recovery after central retinal lesions, most of the MD patients tend to develop a 604 

PRL within the lower visual field (Guez et al., 1993), which is involved in motion 605 

perception, in contrast to the upper visual field involved in form perception (Zito et 606 

al., 2016). Furthermore, the functional importance of processing within the lower 607 

visual field is strengthened by attention (He et al., 1996), driven by extrastriate visual 608 

cortical areas (Martinez et al., 1999) and it can be even modulated by direct cortical 609 

electrical microstimulation of V5/MT in monkeys (Fetsch et al., 2014). Together with 610 

the findings showing how sustained attention helps MD patients with solving visual 611 

tasks (Altpeter et al., 2000), we suggest that feedback connections are a potential 612 

source of reestablishing the visual activity within the border of the LPZ of the 613 

different visual areas. Most likely attention-driven feedback can strengthen the 614 

bottom-up inputs of peripheral stimuli, as also postulated by fMRI-based data in 615 
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normally sighted and MD patients (Baker et al., 2005; Masuda et al., 2008 and 616 

Williams et al., 2008). As shown recently by TMS, application of a protocol that 617 

strengthens feedback connections from V5 to V1 leads to motion perception 618 

enhancement (Romei et al., 2016). This interpretation also fits with our observations 619 

for area 7. Area 7 was recently described to send strong feedback to areas V1/17 and 620 

V2/18 (Yang et al., 2016), and to display visual responses enhanced by attention 621 

(Pigarev and Rodionova, 1998). V1/17 and V2/18 are the two areas in which the 622 

peripheral representations fully recovered by 3 month postlesion, possibly based on 623 

the sustained attention-strengthened feedback inputs from area 7.  624 

 625 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the cortical activity of all primary and 626 

higher order visual areas under investigation is affected by central retinal lesions. 627 

Whereas the center of the LPZ of visual areas V1-V4 remained permanently deprived, 628 

the peripheral visual field representations exhibited a time-dependent restoration of 629 

the pre-lesion condition. Only area V5/PMLS did not show a LPZ and was 630 

characterized by a transient hyperactivity period. We propose that, next to horizontal 631 

intra-cortical connections, also inter-areal feedback connections play a role in the 632 

plasticity-mediated cortical reorganization, as we show here for motion perception in 633 

the context of central retinal lesions.  634 

635 
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 881 

FIGURE LEGENDS 882 

Figure 1. Retinal lesion visualization. (A-B) Low-power photomicrographs of retinal 883 

whole mounts of a control and a 3-month retinal lesion cat, with inserts illustrating 884 

related fundus photos taken before and after induction of the lesion. White arrows 885 

point to the SMI-32-immunolabeled retinal ganglion cell axons, which encircle the 886 

area centralis, clear from such fibers, and demarcate raphe. Note the well-preserved 887 

retinal ganglion cell axons encircling the lesioned, empty zone as visible on the whole 888 
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mount preparation (B), and the rim of edema encircling the black lesion on the fundus 889 

photo taken directly upon lesioning (B insert), which will disappear in ensuing days 890 

(C-F) Illustration of the LPZ with in situ hybridization for zif268 based on the very 891 

low expression level in the central representations of the visual field in areas V1/17, 892 

V2/18, V3/19 and V4/21a, at 3 months postlesion (Horsley-Clarke coordinate from 893 

posterior P4.0 to anterior A5). (G) V5/PMLS and area 7 area at A5 Horsley-Clarke 894 

coordinate. The C and P boxes indicate the 2 regions of tissue sampling along the 895 

dorso-ventral axis for a given frontal brain section/visual area: the retinotopic position 896 

of the central (C) and peripheral (P) visual field representations in each of the five 897 

visual areas. Scale bars: A-B =1 mm, C-G = 2 mm. 898 

 899 

Figure 2. Area-specific zif268 expression profiles in control and retinal lesion cats. 900 

Comparison of zif268 expression levels between central (C) and peripheral (P) visual 901 

field representations in each of the six visual areas: (A) area V1/17, (B) area V2/18, (C) 902 

area V3/19, (D) area V4/21a, (E) area V5/PMLS (posterior medial lateral suprasylvian 903 

area) and (F) area 7. The expression of zif268 was analyzed in control (white bars) and 904 

retinal lesioned (RL, shades of gray and black) cats with a survival time of 14 days 905 

(14d), 1 month (1m), 3 months (3m) and 8 months (8m). Note, that 4 examined visual 906 

areas (A-D) respond similarly to induction of retinal lesions, but not area V5/PMLS (E) 907 

and area 7 (F). V5/PMLS did not exhibit the typical decrease in zif268 level in either 908 

central or peripheral regions at any of the postlesion survival times. Instead, at 3 months 909 

area V5/PMLS shows a distinct upregulation of the zif268 level. Differences in zif268 910 

expression levels are shown: 1. between control versus the corresponding region of each 911 

survival RL time point by symbols above the bars and 2. as a central versus peripheral 912 

ratio within each condition by lines plus symbols above pairs of bars (indicated by * 913 
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p<0.01 and # p<0.05, Tukey post hoc test). Results are means with +SD. (G-H) The 914 

zif268 expression in the central (G) and peripheral (H) visual field representation of the 915 

same six visual areas in retinal lesion cats as a ratio to the control zif268 values (value 1 916 

on the vertical axis). Note how for both subregions of PMLS (open square) for none of 917 

the postlesion survival times (shown on the horizontal axis) a decrease in zif268 is 918 

detected, but in contrast a marked upregulation of the zif268 signal at 3 months 919 

postlesion only. Area 7 (open circle) also shows quick normalization in the central 920 

region and upregulation in the peripheral region.  921 

 922 

Figure 3. The reinforcement of motion processing upon retinal lesion induction. (A) 923 

Timeline of training for: pilot study, Control/RLTrained cats and RLNaive cats. RL, 924 

retinal lesion induction, followed by 14 days of recovery period without training. (B-D) 925 

Illustration of the different motion tasks: (B) Global Motion detection task; (C) 926 

Direction discrimination at its most difficult stage, with moving background; Easier 927 

stages are shown in (E) with empty and in (G) stationary background. (D) Form-from-928 

Velocity Detection task. Arrows denote direction of motion, and dots denote stationary 929 

stimuli, loops encircling S+ and S- are drawn for the presentation. Detailed stimuli 930 

descriptions are given in the Methods section. (E). Pilot study: Correct responses (%) 931 

from two cats in the Direction Discrimination task. Levels before induction of retinal 932 

lesion and in 5 and 6 weeks postlesion (two measurements, see M&M for details). Note 933 

the clear recovery of pre-lesion correct response levels between the 5th and 6th week 934 

postlesion. (F-H) Better performance on motion tasks in retinal lesioned than in control 935 

cats; only tasks with significant differences are shown: (F) Days to criterion during first 936 

trained Global Motion Detection task (high velocity, 50 deg/s). RLNaive cats learned 937 

the task faster than controls, P = 0.03. (G) Correct responses (%) in the Direction 938 
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Discrimination task with slow velocity (10 deg/s): RLNaive cats outperformed controls, 939 

P =0.012. (H) Velocity threshold in the Form-from-Velocity Detection task (dots 940 

within S+ circle move with 40 deg/s velocity, the background velocity adapts to the 941 

performance). Control cats reached a significantly lower background velocity threshold, 942 

P < 0.0001. Performance of naive prior to retinal lesion (RLNaive, grey bars), control 943 

naive (white bars) and cats trained prior to retinal lesion induction (RLTrained, hatched 944 

bar). Results are means with +SD.   945 
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